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Abstract

In this paper we consider the problem of joint position and clock tracking of a
mobile wireless node by a set of reference nodes. Imperfections of the mobile
clock are characterized by its skew and offset, which are assumed to change with
time according to simple random walk models.

We put forth a measurement protocol, similar to that used in two-way rang-
ing, and apply extended and unscented Kalman filters to estimate the position
and the velocity of the mobile, and the skew and offset of its clock. We analyze
the performance of the algorithms by means of extensive simulations, where the
mobile’s velocity is assumed to follow a random walk. Simulation results are
compared to the Cramér-Rao bound for a simplified model of a mobile with
constant velocity.

We show that estimation errors are largely independent of the mean values
of the offset and the skew, but they increase with the mean speed. We also
study how estimation errors are influenced by other factors such as the number
of reference nodes.

We believe these results to be of relevance, specially, in indoor positioning
applications.
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1. Introduction

Localization of wireless devices is an essential capability enabling other ap-
plications such as personnel and asset tracking, factory automation, workplace
safety, Internet-of-Things, wireless network security, location-based advertising,
location services for vehicles and traffic management [1–3].5

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is probably the most extended tech-
nology for localization and tracking, but it is not suitable for every application
and its precision degrades in urban or indoors environments [1, 4]. Multiple
technologies like Bluetooth beacons, magnetic field signatures, and received sig-
nal strength (RSS) from WiFi or 3GPP transmitters have been used in these10

scenarios [5–9]. In particular, many popular commercial approaches to indoor
positioning are based on the use of WiFi RSS signatures known as fingerprints.
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Several regression algorithms have been proposed to match these fingerprints to
actual site positions. The overall accuracy of these techniques is in the order of
∼ 1 m [10, 11]. One of their main drawbacks is the need for an initial laborious15

calibration phase. Moreover, changes in the placement of furniture, addition
or removal of walls and other environmental changes may render the finger-
prints outdated and inaccurate. These problems have led to the development of
zero-calibration, unsupervised positioning algorithms using RSS [12, 13].

There is a vast literature, as well as many commercial products, on posi-20

tioning approaches based on the time of arrival of wireless signals (see, e.g.,
[4, 14, 15] and references therein), as they have better accuracy than RSS-based
positioning systems [13, 16, 17]. However, these approaches also face many chal-
lenges. Particularly, there are many sources of timing error such as multipath
fading [18–21], multiuser interference [22, 23], non-line-of-sight propagation [24–25

28], timing jitter [29], clock offset and drift [30].
The focus of this paper is on positioning systems based on time of arrival

(ToA) of wireless signals. Specifically, we propose algorithms that enable the
simultaneous estimation of the position, velocity, clock offset and drift of a mo-
bile node based on imperfect time measurements. In order to understand the30

problem, let us review some basic concepts of time-based ranging and position-
ing. First, we must note that absolute synchronization is not required. Indeed,
it is well known that absolute synchronization is unnecessary for positioning
when time difference of arrivals (TDoA) is used [16, 17, 31–33]. Another way of
avoiding absolute synchronization is by means of two-way ranging (TWR) [4],35

which is the core of the proposal in this work. In order to understand the basics
of TWR, let us assume that we wish to estimate the distance between nodes A
and B which are not synchronized and time measured at A (tA) is related to
time measured at B (tB) by tA = tB +φ, where φ is an unknown offset between
the clocks at A and B. In two-way ranging, node A sends a message and B40

replies immediately. Node A can estimate the distance to B from the round
trip time (RTT). Since sending and arrival times are measured locally at A,
the offset does not influence the RTT measurement and the range estimation.
However, if the clock at A drifts [34–36], the measured round trip time can be
either shorter or longer than the actual RTT leading to under or overestimate45

of the distance to B.
A common supposition is that A’s clock is perfect, but the clock at B may

drift. This is a reasonable assumption in a setup with costly reference nodes (A)
and cheaper mobile nodes (B). Nonetheless, even in this case there are errors
in the measurement of the round trip time. Indeed, in practice node B does50

not reply immediately as there is a necessary processing time. It is through
this processing time that B’s clock inaccuracies introduce errors in the RTT
measurement (see Eq. (6) in Section 3.4). In order to improve the ranging
accuracy, B’s clock drift needs to be estimated.

There are many works in the literature on the joint positioning and synchro-55

nization problem (see Section 2). However, the proposal in this paper stands out
as the only one, to the best of our knowledge, that meets the following criteria:
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• There are a number of perfectly synchronized, stationary reference nodes,
also known as anchors, and a mobile node with an imperfect clock.

• Drift and offset of the mobile node’s clock change.60

• Velocity of the mobile node also changes.

• The message processing time at the mobile node is explicitly taken into
account.

• Position and velocity of the mobile node and the drift and offset of its
clock are tracked online. That is, these parameters are not estimated65

offline with a batch processing algorithm.

• Ranging is not required for the estimation of position and velocity.

Since we use standard estimation techniques, such as extended and unscented
Kalman filters (see Section 4), the novelty of our work is not in these algorithms,
but on the comprehensive approach to the problem. Moreover, the explicit70

inclusion of the processing time at the mobile node requires a modification of
the usual two-way ranging methodology. Indeed, we describe an original and
complete protocol in Section 3.4.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. We briefly review the
related literature in Section 2. In Section 3 we describe the modeling framework.75

We assume a single mobile node that needs to be positioned and a set of reference
nodes with ideal clocks. In particular, the mobile node’s clock is characterized
by an affine model described in Section 3.1, node’s mobility model is explained
in Section 3.2, and the details of the system evolution are laid out in Section 3.3.
The application of extended and unscented Kalman filters to the observation is80

detailed in Section 4. For the sake of reference, Section 4.4 presents the Cramér-
Rao bound (derived in Appendix C) for a simplified system model where the
mobile node’s velocity does not change. Simulation results are discussed in
Section 5, where the influence of different parameters is evaluated. Finally, we
close the paper with some concluding remarks in Section 6.85

2. Related work

Although absolute synchronization is not needed for positioning [37, 38],
it might be convenient for other purposes, for example tracking and surveil-
lance, energy conservation in MAC layer protocols, or distributed information
processing [32, 39, 40]. There is a vast literature on synchronization in wireless90

networks. Elson et al. [41], e.g., were among the first to propose a synchroniza-
tion scheme based on beacons from reference nodes. It must be noted, though,
that the interest of the authors was on the synchronization of a wireless net-
work up to a 1 µs and the propagation time of the messages was neglected. Noh,
Serpedin and Qarage [42] put forth a synchronization algorithm that accounted95

for both skew and offset and achieved the Cramér-Rao lower bound. However,
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Ref. [42] did not deal with the positioning problem and skew and offset were as-
sumed constant. On the contrary, in this work variation of both characteristics
according to a random walk model is assumed. There have been several exten-
sions to the work of Noh and colleagues. For example, Liao and Barooah [43]100

consider the case of a changing network topology due to the movement of nodes.
In our case, we consider a network comprised of a set stationary reference nodes
and a single moving node that needs to be positioned, without any changes
to the topology, that is, the mobile node is always within the coverage range
of the reference nodes. The interested reader may find more information on105

synchronization in [44–48] and references therein.
One of the earliest works on the joint positioning and synchronization prob-

lem is that of Denis, Pierrot and Abou-Rjeily [49]. The authors of this paper
proposed a distributed algorithm which converged in several steps. All nodes
were assumed stationary and with imperfect clocks, but their characteristics did110

not change with time. Zheng and Wu [50] considered the problem of a single mo-
bile node and several anchors. Clock inaccuracies of both the mobile node and
anchors were considered. However, all nodes were assumed stationary and the
clocks drift and offset did not change with time. Refs. [51–58] also considered
the situation of unvarying parameters.115

Rajan and Van der Veen [59] extended the work in Refs. [51–53] by allowing
the wireless nodes to move, but the nodes’ positions were not tracked online as
all measurements were batch-processed. Yuan et al. [60] allowed the clocks’ off-
set to change according to a random walk model, but they did not consider the
clocks’ drift. This limitation was lifted by Etzlinger et al. [61] that proposed an120

algorithm where each node can determine its own varying clock and location pa-
rameters in a distributed and sequential manner. The algorithm slices time into
equally-long measurement phases. In each measurement phase, nodes exchange
time-stamped messages. The message-exchange protocol is asymmetrical in the
sense that the number of messages sent from node A to node B may be differ-125

ent than the number of messages from B to A. We follow a divergent approach
in this paper and two nodes exchange only two messages in each measurement
phase, one in each direction. Moreover, contrary to the situation in Ref. [61], we
assume that there is set of perfectly synchronized nodes with known positions.
Although this might seem an oversimplification, it appears to be a reasonable130

assumption in a network with fixed nodes (such as access points in WiFi) and
mobile nodes with cheaper clocks.

It must be noted that the problem of joint positioning and synchronization
has also been considered in cases where transmission and reception times are
not the only observable quantities. For example, Koivisto et al. [62] analyze the135

problem of DoA/ToA-based (Direction of Arrival/Time of Arrival) positioning
and synchronization of user nodes in 5G.

All in all, and to the extent of our knowledge, there is no work in the liter-
ature that satisfies all criteria enumerated in Section 1.
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3. System model and protocol140

3.1. Affine clock model
For the time measured at the mobile node, we assume the commonly used

affine model described by [59, 63]

τ = ωt+ φ+ η, (1)

where t is the actual time and τ is the time as measured by the mobile node.
The clock drift is modeled by ω, also known as the clock skew, a dimensionless145

parameter which is close to unity. The clock offset is represented by φ and η is
a measurement noise which we assume zero-mean Gaussian, i.e., η ∼ N (0, σ2

m).
Clock skew and offset may vary slowly due to temperature changes and other
factors. Although there are more complex clock models [35, 64], we shall adopt
a simple discrete random walk model for both parameters.150

An idea of the order of magnitude of the parameters in Eq. (1) can be ob-
tained from the literature. For example, Tirado-Andrés and Araujo [36] mention
that frequency accuracy of crystal oscillators varies depending on their type,
spanning from ∼ 0.01 ppm for a MEMs-based oven-controlled crystal oscillator
(MEMs OCXO) to ∼ 10−100 ppm for cheaper quartz crystal oscillators. These155

values tell us that |ω−1| goes from ∼ 10−8 to ∼ 10−4. Moreover, Tirado-Andrés
and Araujo also state that the frequency stability of crystal oscillators is signif-
icantly better, between 10−11 and 10−9, when averaged over several seconds or
more. These values provide some insight into the slow variation of the skew. An
estimate of σ2

m can be found in McElroy, Neirynck and McLaughlin [32], where160

a variance of the order of 1.5−3×10−20 s2 is cited for Ultra Wideband (UWB)
commercial products.

As we have already mentioned, we assume that the anchors’ clocks are per-
fectly synchronized and they do not suffer from either drift or offset (a similar
assumption is made in, e.g., Ref. [42]). Although this is a strong simplification,165

it can be lifted without many changes. In spite of the perfect synchronization,
we incorporate a zero-mean Gaussian measurement noise with variance σ2

r .
We must note that there is a vast literature on the estimation of the time of

arrival of radio signals using super-resolution algorithms such as MUSIC [65–68],
ESPRIT [69–74], and SAGE [75–77], among many others [20–23, 78–81]. Since170

the focus of this work is on tracking a mobile’s position and clock, we simply
assume that time-of-arrival measurements are subject to a zero-mean normally
distributed estimation error.

3.2. Mobility model
For the sake of simplicity, we shall consider that all nodes are located in a175

two-dimensional space. However, generalization to three dimensions is straight-
forward. Although anchor nodes are assumed to be stationary, it is simple to
extend our results to moving reference nodes with perfectly known positions.

We use the Gauss-Markov Mobility Model [82] for the mobile node. In par-
ticular, we assume that its velocity behaves as a random walk with uncorrelated180

Gaussian steps. This is also known as the random force model [83].
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3.3. Details of the system model
Let us slice time into observation periods of length h. At the beginning of the

kth observation period (i.e., at tk = kh), ωk, φk, [vxk , v
y
k ], and [xmk , y

m
k ] are the

skew, offset, velocity and position of the mobile, respectively. These variables
are described by the equations

ωk+1 = ωk + ηωk , φk+1 = φk + ηφk ,

vxk+1 = vxk + ηv
x

k , vyk+1 = vxk + ηv
x

k ,

xmk+1 = xmk + hvxk , ymk+1 = ymk + hvyk ,

where ηωk ∼ N (0, σ2
ω), ηφk ∼ N (0, σ2

φ), ηv
x

k , ηv
y

k ∼ N (0, σ2
v) are (transversely and

longitudinally) independent. This dynamic model can be written in matrix form
as ~sk+1 = F~sk + G~ηsk, with

~sk =


ωk
φk
vxk
vyk
xmk
ymk

 , F =


1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 h 0 1 0
0 0 0 h 0 1

 , (2)

~ηsk =


ηωk
ηφk
ηv

x

k

ηv
y

k

 , G =

(
I4×4

02×4

)
. (3)

Alternatively, we may write the system model as ~sk+1 = F~sk+~ζsk, where ~ζ
s
k ∈ R6

is a vector of zero-mean Gaussian random variables with covariance matrix
Q = diag

(
σ2
ω, σ

2
φ, σ

2
v , σ

2
v , 0, 0

)
.185

3.4. Protocol and observation model
In principle, our approach is similar to that in many other positioning sys-

tems [33, 38, 42]: each anchor node periodically exchanges two messages with
the mobile node. Based on these exchanges, the system estimates the position
and the velocity of the mobile node as well as the skew and the offset of its190

clock. This description, however, omits several relevant details.
Since there might be many anchor nodes, a collision of messages from two

anchors is possible. Even though this possibility depends on the particularities
of the MAC protocol of the communication network, we lean on the fact that
reference nodes are perfectly synchronized and propose to order their message195

exchanges with the mobile node sequentially. Indeed, let us assign each anchor
a number from {0, 1, · · · , n−1}, where n is the total number of reference nodes.
Then, the ith anchor must initiate the message exchange of the kth observation
period at tk + i∆, where ∆ is an adequate time interval. On one hand, we need
n∆ < h, as each reference node must complete its message exchange before the200
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actual time at ith anchor at mobile
tAi
k τAi

k = tk + i∆

tBi
k τBi

k

tCi
k τCi

k = τBi
k + δ

tDi
k τDi

k

δ2∆τ ik + δ

Figure 1: Message exchange between the ith reference node and the mobile node. One message
is sent from the reference node to the mobile at time tAi

k and another one is sent in the reverse
direction at time tCi

k . Actual time (left, black) does not agree with time measured at the ith
anchor (center, blue) or time measured at the mobile node (right, red). Estimation algorithms
are based on the recorded values of τBi

k and ∆τ ik. Time measurement noise is not shown for
clarity.

beginning of the following observation period. On the other hand, ∆ must be
large enough to accommodate a complete round trip time. Neglecting message
processing time, the largest acceptable distance from the mobile to the reference
nodes is c∆/2, where c is the speed of light.

Oftentimes, message processing time is neglected in the literature. In this205

work, we explicitly incorporate this processing time into the protocol. Further-
more, in doing so, we facilitate the estimation of the clock skew as it is explained
below. Let us fix an amount of time δ such that it is larger than the maximum
message processing time possible. The protocol commits the mobile to send its
reply δ seconds after the reception of the message from the anchor.210

The complete protocol and the resulting observations can be best understood
by referring to Fig. 1. We denote actual times with t and measured times
with the greek letter τ . We assume that the distance from the mobile to each
reference node is constant during each message exchange, but the position of the
mobile may change between exchanges with different anchors. In this sense, we215

implicitly assume that the mobile’s speed v is such that vδ is much smaller than
the distance to any anchor, but v∆ can be commensurate with vh. Furthermore,
we assume that the mobile velocity, the clock skew and offset vary slowly with
time and can be considered constant during the observation period. With all
these considerations, the measurement procedure for each anchor node can be220

described as follows (see Fig. 1):

1. The ith reference node (i = 0, 1, · · · , n− 1) is expected to send a message
to the mobile at time tk+ i∆. Let us call τAik (= tk+ i∆) the sending time
measured by the anchor. Although the clock of the ith reference node is
perfectly synchronized, various factors (such as the processing load) may225
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influence the actual sending time.
2. The mobile node records the arrival of the message at time τBik .
3. The mobile sends a message back to the anchor after a pre-defined short

time δ. The message contains the sending time as measured by the mobile
node, i.e., τCik = τBik + δ.230

4. The reference node receives this last message at a measured time τDik .

After this exchange, the anchor node records two observations:

τBik , ∆τ ik =
(τDik − τAik )− (τCik − τBik )

2
. (4)

It can be shown that (see Appendix A for details)

E
[
τBik
∣∣~sk] = ωk(kh+ i∆) + ωk

dik
c

+ φk, (5)

E
[
∆τ ik

∣∣~sk] =
dik
c

+
δ

2

(
1

ωk
− 1

)
, (6)

and the covariance matrix is given by

C τBik ,∆τ ik|~sk =
σ2
m + σ2

r

2

2 1

1 1

 . (7)

The full vector of observations at the kth period is given by

~zk =
(
τB0
k ,∆τ0

k , τ
B1
k ,∆τ1

k , · · · , τ
B(n−1)
k ,∆τn−1

k

)T
,

where n is the number of anchor nodes. Since the complete system state (see
Eq. (2)) has six parameters, at least three anchors (two observations per anchor)
are needed.

Equation (6) gives a hint on why the explicit incorporation of the processing235

time in the protocol eases the estimation of the clock parameters. Indeed, if the
protocol had not fixed a known value δ, the second term on the right-hand-side
of the equation would include an unknown, probably random, time.

4. Estimation algorithms

There are many estimation algorithms that can deal with a nonlinear obser-240

vation model as that presented in the previous section, e.g., extended Kalman
filters [84–86], unscented Kalman filters [87–90], particle filters [85, 91–93] and
unscented particle filters [94]. Although we tried all these alternatives, we found
that particle filters exhibited a higher computational cost with no significant
improvement in the estimation error. For this reason, in this paper we present245

results of the extended and unscented Kalman filters.
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4.1. Initial Estimation
An initial estimation is needed for both extended and unscented Kalman

filters. We use a very simple approach that considers only two observations.
We assume that the clock is unskewed, i.e., ω̂ = 1. Offset is estimated as an250

average

φ̂ =
1

2n

1∑
k=0

n∑
i=1

(
τBik − τ

Ai
k −∆τ ik

)
. (8)

Distance to each anchor is estimated assuming the skew is close to unity, that
is, d̂ik = c∆τ ik. The estimation of the mobile’s position (x̂mk , ŷ

m
k ) is obtained

through a least-squares fit of the estimated distances. Finally, the mobile’s
velocity is estimated from a simple incremental quotient255

v̂x =
x̂m1 − x̂m0

h
, v̂x =

ŷm1 − ŷm0
h

. (9)

As we show by means of simulations, these rough estimates are sufficient to
obtain reasonable results.

4.2. Extended Kalman Filter
The extended Kalman filter (EKF) deals with nonlinearities through a first-

order linear approximation around the filter’s estimated trajectory. There is a260

vast literature on the subject (see, e.g., [84, 95] and references therein), so we
limit ourselves to present the application of EKF to our problem.

Since the system model is linear (see Section 3.3), we only need to deal with
the linearization of the observation. We may write the observation as

~z = ~h (~s, ~ηz) , (10)

where we have dropped the time subscript for the sake of clarity. ~s is the state
vector and ~ηz is an observation noise given by

~ηz =
(
ηA1, ηB1, ηC1, ηD1, ηA2, · · · , ηD(n−1)

)T
, (11)

C~ηz = diag
(
σ2
r , σ

2
m, σ

2
m, σ

2
r , · · · , σ2

r

)
. (12)

Eq. (10) can be linearized as

~z = ~z0 + H (~s− ~s0) + W~ηz, (13)

where H and W are the Jacobians

H =
∂h

∂~s

∣∣∣∣
~s=~s0,ηz=0

, W =
∂h

∂~ηz

∣∣∣∣
~s=~s0,ηz=0

. (14)
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These matrices are given by

H2i,: =


t+ i∆ + di

c
1

ωαii∆
ωβii∆
ωαi

ωβi



T

, H2i+1,: =


− δ

2ω2

0
αii∆
βii∆
αi

βi



T

, (15)

W2i,4i:4i+3 =


−ω
1
0
0


T

, W2i+1,4i:4i+3 =


− 1

2
1

2ω
− 1

2ω
1
2


T

, (16)

with t the observation time and

αi =

(
xm + vxi∆− xi

)
cdi

, βi =

(
ym + vyi∆− yi

)
cdi

. (17)

We may re-write Eq. (13) as

~z = ~z0 + H (~s− ~s0) + ~ζz, (18)

where ~ζz ∈ R2n is a vector of zero-mean Gaussian random variables with co-
variance R = WC~ηzW

T .
Finally, at each step k, the extended Kalman filter can be written as shown265

in Algorithm 1. Observe that we use the Joseph stabilized version of the covari-
ance measurement update equation [86, 95] as we found it more robust in our
numerical experiments.

It is interesting to look at the computational cost of the extended Kalman
filter in terms of floating point operations. It can be shown that each iteration270

of the extended Kalman filter takes O(n3) operations (see Appendix B), where
n is the number of anchors. If the mobile node were perfectly synchronized and
only one measurement per anchor were taken, a similar extended Kalman filter
would require approximately one-eighth the number of operations, but it would
still be O(n3).275

4.3. Unscented Kalman Filter
Instead of approximating the nonlinear functions in the dynamic and obser-

vation model, the unscented Kalman filter (UKF) approximates the posterior
distribution of the parameters given the observation by a Gaussian density rep-
resented by a few selected deterministic samples known as sigma points. These280

sample points allow to compute the true mean and covariance up to a second
order of the Taylor expansion of any nonlinear function. Details of the UKF
can be found in [87–90] and references therein.
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Algorithm 1: Extended Kalman Filter
Prediction step:

~̂sk|k−1 = F~̂sk−1|k−1,

Pk|k−1 = FPk−1|k−1F
T + Q,

~̂zk|k−1 = ~h
(
~̂sk|k−1,~0

)
.

Update step:

~yk = ~zk − ~̂zk|k−1,

Sk = HkPk|k−1H
T
k + Rk,

Kk = Pk|k−1H
T
k S
−1
k ,

~̂sk|k = ~̂sk|k−1 + Kk~yk,

Pk|k = (I−KkHk)Pk|k−1 (I−KkHk)
T

+ HkRkH
T
k

Rk = WkC~ηzW
T
k , and Hk and Wk are given as in Eqs. (15) and (16),

respectively, evaluated at ~s = ~̂sk|k−1

At each step k, the unscented Kalman filter can be written as shown in
Algorithm 2 [89]. In those equations, λ = α2(6 +κ)− 6, where α is a parameter
that determines the spread of the sigma points and κ is a secondary scaling value.
A guide on how to choose these parameters can be found in the references. In
our case, we found that α = 1 and κ = −3 gave good results. Weights W j

m and
W j
c are calculated as [89]

W 0
m =

λ

λ+ 6
, W 0

c =
λ

λ+ 6
+ 1− α2 + β, (19)

W j
m = W j

c =
λ

2(λ+ 6)
j 6= 0, (20)

where β is a parameter which we set equal to two, the optimal value for Gaussian
distributions [89].285

According to the analysis in Appendix B, each iteration of the unscented
Kalman filter requires O(n3) operations, with n the number of anchors. This
result is similar to that of the extended Kalman filter. Indeed, in both cases the
more complex computation is the inversion of a matrix of 2n× 2n elements (see
the third line of the update step in Algorithm 1 and the fourth line of the update290

step in Algorithm 2). However, it is easy to see that the unscented Kalman filter
requires more operations and this fact is noticeable for small values of n.
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Algorithm 2: Unscented Kalman Filter
Calculation of sigma points:

D =
(√

(6 + λ)Pk−1|k−1

)T
,

~S0
k−1|k−1 = ~̂sk−1|k−1,

~Sjk−1|k−1 = ~̂sk−1|k−1 + D:,j j = 1, · · · , 6,
~Sjk−1|k−1 = ~̂sk−1|k−1 −D:,j j = 7, · · · , 12.

Prediction step:

~Sjk|k−1 = F ~Sjk−1|k−1,

~̂sk|k−1 =

12∑
j=0

W j
m
~Sjk|k−1,

∆ ~Sjk|k−1 = ~Sjk|k−1 − ~̂sk|k−1,

Pk|k−1 =

12∑
j=0

W j
c ∆ ~Sjk|k−1

(
∆ ~Sjk|k−1

)T
,

~Zk|k−1 = ~h
(
~Sjk|k−1,

~0
)
,

~̂zk|k−1 =

12∑
j=0

W j
m
~Zk|k−1.

Update step:

∆ ~Zjk|k−1 = ~Zjk|k−1 − ~̂zk|k−1,

Pzzk =

12∑
j=0

W j
c ∆ ~Zjk|k−1

(
∆ ~Zjk|k−1

)T
,

Pszk =

12∑
j=0

W j
c

(
∆ ~Sjk|k−1

)(
∆ ~Zjk|k−1

)T
,

Kk = Pszk (Pzzk )
−1
,

~̂sk|k = ~̂sk|k−1 + Kk

(
~zk − ~̂zk|k−1

)
,

Pk|k = Pk|k−1 −Kk (Pzzk )
−1

KT
k .
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4.4. Cramér-Rao lower bound
It is usually instructive to compare the estimation results to a performance

bound such as the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRB). However, the computation295

of the CRB in the most general case is too involved. Thus, we only provide
an approximation to the CRB in the special case where the mobile speed does
not change, i.e., σ2

v = 0. Even with this simplification, the resulting formulas
are quite complex and we present them in Appendix C for completeness. In
this section, we discuss results for an even simpler scenario that leads to slightly300

more tractable formulas that may help to gain some intuition.
Let us assume that the mobile’s speed is zero (vxk = vyk = 0). Furthermore, let

us assume that all reference nodes are randomly distributed on a circumference
at a constant distance R from the mobile. For the sake of simplicity, we let
σm = σr. Finally, let us assume that n∆ � h and R � ch. Under these
conditions, it can be shown that the CRB does not depend neither on the
distance between the mobile and the reference nodes nor on the parameters δ
and ∆. These conclusions are validated by our simulation results in Section 5. If
we further assume that the initial uncertainty is the same for both components
of the velocity and for both coordinates of the position, it can be shown that,
for large time (large k),

CRB(xm) = CRB(ym) ∝ c2σ2
m

kn
, (21)

CRB(vx) = CRB(vy) ∝ c2σ2
m

h2k3n
, (22)

Thus, the positioning error decreases with time and the number of reference
nodes and, for large estimation times, is independent of the time interval h.
Clearly, this independence of h is due to the fact that, in this simplified case,
the position of the mobile does not change. However, the fact that the position-305

ing error decreases with the number of reference nodes is corroborated by the
simulation results.

5. Numerical experiments

In this section, we study the performance of the simultaneous synchroniza-
tion and localization algorithms under varying conditions. In order to evaluate310

the influence of the number of reference nodes and the distance between them
and the mobile, we set its mean speed to zero and distribute the n reference
nodes uniformly (and deterministically) on a circumference of radius R centered
at the initial mobile position. The remaining parameters are set as follows:

• We let ω0 = 1− 10−5 and σω = 10−11, both values in accordance to those315

in the literature (see, e.g., [36]). There is some arbitrariness on the actual
value ω0, but we deal with it in other simulations.

• We fix φ0 = 500 ns and σp = 0.01 ns.
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Figure 2: Positioning error vs. time. Performance of UKF (blue) is consistently better than
that of EKF (orange). CRB for R = 100 m is shown as a black solid line.

Figure 3: Velocity estimation error vs. time. Performance of UKF (blue) is consistently better
than that of EKF (orange).

• σr = σm = 0.2 ns, values commensurate with those reported for commer-
cial products [32].320

• For the velocity we arbitrarily set σv = 0.01 m s−1.

• The time intervals are h = 1 ms, δ = 1 µs and ∆ = 5 µs.

Figures 2 and 3 show the root mean square (RMS) positioning and velocity
estimation errors, respectively, resulting from the average of 1000 realizations
when n = 3. Performance of the unscented Kalman filter is consistently better325

than that of the extended Kalman filter, but the differences vanish with time.
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Figure 4: Skew estimation error vs. time. There is no significant difference in performance
between UKF (blue) and EKF (orange). Results are independent of the distance to the
anchors.

Figure 5: Offset estimation error vs. time. There is no significant difference in performance
between UKF (blue) and EKF (orange). Results are independent of the distance to the
anchors.

Furthermore, errors are larger for longer distances between the reference nodes
and the mobile. However, such difference becomes negligible for longer esti-
mation times. The Cramér-Rao bound continues to decrease with time, while
actual errors stabilize close to a minimum. The difference is due to the fact330

that the CRB was derived under the constant velocity assumption, while in the
simulations there are small variations due to σv 6= 0.

It is interesting to observe that the error of the extended Kalman filter
exhibits a non-monotonic behavior in Figs. 2 and 3 when R = 100 m. It can
be shown that this behavior is present in both algorithms even in the absence335
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Figure 6: Skew (top) and offset (bottom) estimation errors after 500 ms vs. number of
reference nodes. UKF (blue triangles) and EKF (orange triangles) show similar results. CRB
is shown as a black solid line.

of observation noise and with a fixed mobile state. In this sense, the non-
monotonic behavior of the error is inherent to the iterative estimation nature of
the extended and the unscented Kalman filters under the particular geometry of
the problem. Indeed, it can also be shown that if the anchors had been placed in
different positions, the details of the behavior of the error would have changed,340

but not the general trend.
Figures 4 and 5 show the RMS skew and offset estimation errors, respectively.

It can be observed that the skew estimation error monotonically decreases with
time. In both cases, there is almost no dependence of the error with the dis-
tance, a fact predicted by our analysis of the CRB under several simplifying345

assumptions.
The influence of the number of reference nodes is put in evidence in Figs. 6

and 7, where we show the root mean square errors after 500 ms as a function
of the number of reference nodes, for R = 10 m. As it can be observed, there is
no significant difference between the extended and the unscented Kalman filter.350

Moreover, the small difference in performance of both estimators decreases with
the number of reference nodes. In all cases, RMS error decreases with the
number of nodes, as it might be expected (see discussion in Section 4.4). In
Fig. 7, the Cramér-Rao lower bound for the simplified case of constant velocity
follows the same decreasing trend as the positioning error.355

Performance of the localization and synchronization algorithms do not de-
pend on the offset, as it is evident from Fig. 8 which shows the positioning error
after 500 ms for varying values of the mean offset. This result might have been
expected as the calculations of the CRB in Appendix C lead to a bound which
is independent of the mean offset. It must be noted that, although we do not360

present them for the sake of brevity, similar results are obtained when the mean
skew is varied, that is, errors do not depend significantly on the mean skew, for
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Figure 7: Positioning error after 500 ms vs. number of reference nodes. UKF (blue dashed
line) shows slightly better results than EKF (orange pointed line). CRB is shown as a black
solid line.

Figure 8: Positioning error vs. mean offset. Performance of UKF (blue) is consistently better
than that of EKF (red). CRB is shown as a black solid line.

reasonable values close to unity.
We study the influence of the mean mobile speed in Fig. 9 which shows the

RMS positioning error for two different speeds, 1 m s−1 and 10 m s−1. Even365

though the mean speed is increased by an order of magnitude, the RMS error
increases only by a factor of ∼ 2.

The case of a perfect clock in the mobile node has been extensively studied
in the literature (see Section 2). In this situation, the proposed algorithms con-
tinue to work adequately. It is interesting to compare their performance with370

that of much simpler algorithms that can be used for positioning, although using
the same measurements. For example, the position and the velocity can be esti-
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Figure 9: Positioning error vs. time, for different mean speeds of the mobile node. EKF
(orange) and UKF (blue) have similar performances. CRB is shown as a black solid line.

mated by fitting the measurements by means of a simple nonlinear least squares
optimization algorithm. Figure 10 presents the results for the positioning error
when the mobile initial velocity is vx0 = vy0 = 1 m s−1 and four reference nodes375

are used (the remaining parameters are as in, e.g., Fig. 2). The extended and
unscented Kalman filters are compared with a least squares algorithm (LSQ).
In particular, we use the trust region reflective algorithm, as implemented by
the library SciPy of Python, with access to the exact Jacobian of the residuals.
As it can be readily seen, after a short ‘transient’, the least squares algorithm380

starts to track the mobile node with a small and constant error. However, the
RMS error does not improve further and the performance of the LSQ algorithm
is ultimately surpassed by that of the EKF and UKF algorithms. All in all,
the extended and unscented Kalman filters work well in the case of a perfect
clock and their performance is comparable and even better than that of other385

well-known algorithms.

6. Conclusions

We considered the problem of joint position and clock tracking of a mobile
wireless node by a set of reference nodes. Although we assumed the reference
nodes to be static, the extension to moving anchors is straightforward. Velocity390

of the tracked node was assumed to follow a random walk with constant mean.
We characterized imperfections of the mobile clock by its skew and offset, both
modeled by random walks. In spite that both mobility and clock models can
be made more complex, we believe they are sufficient for the application in
many real-world positioning systems. We must emphasize that, as we observed395

in Section 2, many works in the literature assume constant values of the skew,
offset or velocity.
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Figure 10: Positioning error (x coordinate) vs. time. While the performances of EKF (orange)
and UKF (blue) continue improve, the RMS error of LSQ (black) is constant after a short
transient.

We put forth an original measurement protocol similar to that used in two-
way ranging. Since two-way ranging protocols are already used in WiFi (see,
e.g., [96, 97] and references therein) and commercial UWB products [98], our400

proposal does not represent an inaccessible engineering feat. However, our pro-
posal differs from a simple two-way ranging protocol in the fact that we ac-
counted explicitly for the message processing time, which is oftentimes neglected
in the literature. Given the nonlinearities of the observations, we resorted to
the extended and unscented Kalman filters for estimation. We studied the per-405

formance of both alternatives by means of extensive simulations, with values of
the skew, offset and time measurement noise commensurate with those found
in the literature. It must be noted that in these numerical experiments we arbi-
trarily considered the anchors to be uniformly and deterministically distributed
on a circumference. This assumption only simplified our analysis, as a random410

distribution of reference nodes would have added variation to the results and
it would have required a larger number of simulations. All in all, this uniform
distribution of anchors enables to easily capture the influence, if any, of the
distance between them and the mobile node.

We found that UKF outperforms EKF, although they both produce similar415

results after a sufficiently long time and for reasonable mobile speeds. Moreover,
the distance between the mobile and the anchors appears to be relevant only
during an initial acquisition phase of the estimators. We also showed that the
mean offset does not affect estimation errors. The influence of mobile speed is
minor, although not negligible, with estimation errors increasing with the speed.420

Finally, we found that positioning errors decrease with the number of anchors.
We also derived the Cramér-Rao bound for a simplified version of the prob-

lem that considers a constant velocity. As a consequence, the resulting CRB
formulas provide a lower bound, albeit not tight, for the more complex case
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considered in the simulations. Moreover, we found that the CRB does not de-425

pend on the mean offset, a result which agrees with the observed behavior of
the estimation errors.

Since we derived the Cramér-Rao bound in an iterative form, the resulting
formulas are quite involved in general. In order to gain some further intuition
on the problem, we simplified the analysis by assuming that reference nodes are430

randomly distributed on a circumference with a static tracked node on its cen-
ter. This assumption enabled us to average out the dependence of the bound on
the actual anchors’ positions. We found that positioning errors decrease with
the number of anchors and the number of iterations, and increase with time
measurement errors. More importantly, positioning errors are largely indepen-435

dent of the distance between the anchors and the tracked node, as observed in
the simulation results.

As it was stated in Section 3.2, the proposed algorithms can be straight-
forwardly extended to deal with the positioning problem in three dimensions.
Indeed, the 3D problem requires the addition of two new components to the state440

vector in Eq. (2) and the modification of just a few equations and definitions.
Nonetheless, it must be noted that these modifications imply a slight increase
in the numerical complexity of the algorithms. Moreover, the minimum number
of anchor nodes required for complete mobile positioning and clock tracking
increases from three to four.445

A subject of future work is the combination of time-of-arrival estimations
with direction-of-arrival (DoA) and angle-of-arrival (AoA) measurements, as it
is done in Ref. [62]. This is a most relevant problem as, for example, many
WiFi products include more than one antenna and MIMO systems enable AoA
estimation. Moreover, massive-MIMO systems in 5G networks appear to be450

capable of accurate AoA measurements [99].
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Appendix A. Details of the observation model

We assume that there is not a significant change of the position of the mobile
during the message exchange with a given reference node. This implies, for the
kth measurement period of the ith reference node, that

‖~vk‖
(

2dik
c

+ δ

)
� dik,

where ~vk is the mobile velocity, c the speed of light and dik the distance between
the mobile node and the ith anchor at the kth observation time. If we assume
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that ‖~vk‖ dik/c� δ (as expected from mobile speeds much smaller than c), then

‖~vk‖ δ � dik.

For example, if δ = 1 µs and ‖~vk‖ = 100 m/s (= 360 km/h), then distance it is
required dik � 0.1 mm.

Based on the quasi-static assumption, in the following calculations we shall
fix the distance between the mobile node and the ith reference node at the kth
observation time to

dik =

√
(xmk + vxk i∆− xi)

2
+ (ymk + vyki∆− yi)

2
, (A.1)

where xi and yi are the (fixed) coordinates of the anchor node. We must note
that there is another assumption implicit in this equation. Indeed, the actual460

message exchange is expected to start at a time kh + i∆, but it starts at a
slightly different time due to small timing errors in the ith anchor node. We
have neglected this small time difference in the calculation of dik because we
expect σr � δ, where σr is the standard deviation of the reference node’s
timing errors. This approximation allows us to consider dik is a deterministic465

value given the state ~sk.
Figure 1 shows the message exchange between the ith anchor and the mobile

schematically. It must be noted, though, that Fig. 1 does not include timing
noise errors for simplicity. Although the ith reference node is perfectly synchro-
nized, various factors (such as the processing load) may influence the actual
message sending time of the first message in the exchange:

tAik = τAik − ηAik = kh+ i∆− ηAik , (A.2)

where ηAik ∼ N (0, σ2
r) is a random variable independent of all the variables in

the model. The fact that we subtract ηik is conventional (so τ = t + η) and it
does not affect the calculations. This message is received by the mobile node at
(see Fig. 1)

tBik = tAik +
dik
c
. (A.3)

The time recorded by the mobile node is

τBik = ωkt
Bi
k + φk + ηBik (A.4)

= ωkτ
Ai
k + ωk

dik
c

+ φk − ωkηAik + ηBik , (A.5)

where ηBik ∼ N (0, σ2
m) is an independent random variable.

The mobile node sends a message back to the anchor at a measured time
τCik = τBik + δ. This measured time corresponds to an actual time tCik which
satisfies (see Fig. 1)

τCik = τBik + δ = ωkt
Ci
k + φk + ηCik ⇒ (A.6)

tCik =
τBik + δ − φk − ηCik

ωk
, (A.7)
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where ηCik ∼ N (0, σ2
m) is an independent random variable. Using Eq. (A.5), we

obtain

tCik = τAik +
dik
c

+
δ

ωk
− ηAik +

ηBik − ηCik
ωk

. (A.8)

The second message arrives at the ith reference node at

tDik = tCik +
dik
c
. (A.9)

The measured arrival time is τDik = tDik + ηDik , where ηDik ∼ N (0, σ2
r) is an

independent random variable. Thus,

τDik = τAik + 2
dik
c

+
δ

ωk
− ηAik +

ηBik − ηCik
ωk

+ ηDik . (A.10)

Finally, the observation variable is given by

∆τ ik =
(τDik − τAik )− (τCik − τBik )

2
(A.11)

=
dik
c

+
δ

2

(
1

ωk
− 1

)
+
ηDik − ηAik

2
+
ηBik − ηCik

2ωk
. (A.12)

Based on Eqs. (A.5) and (A.12), we get

E
[
τBik
∣∣~sk] = ωk(kh+ i∆) + ωk

dik
c

+ φk, (A.13)

E
[
∆τ ik

∣∣~sk] =
dik
c

+
δ

2

(
1

ωk
− 1

)
, (A.14)

Var
[
τBik
∣∣~sk] = (ωk)

2
σ2
r + σ2

m, (A.15)

Var
[
∆τ ik

∣∣~sk] =
σ2
m

2 (ωk)
2 +

σ2
r

2
, (A.16)

Cov
[
τBik ,∆τ ik

∣∣~sk] =
σ2
m

2ωk
+
ωkσ

2
r

2
. (A.17)

Since we assume that |ωk − 1| � 1, the covariance matrix is approximately
constant:

C τBik ,∆τ ik|~sk ≈
σ2
m + σ2

r

2

2 1

1 1

 . (A.18)

Appendix B. Computational cost

Let us analyze the cost of each line in Algorithm 1:

• Prediction step:470
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– First two lines: it is simple to show that they take O(1) operations.

– Third line: from the discussion in Appendix A, it is easy to show
that it takes O(n) operations, where n is the number of nodes.

• Update step: Computation of matrix Hk takes O(n) operations. The
structure of matrices Wk and C~ηz implies that the computation of Rk475

can be done with O(1) operations.

– First line: it takes O(n) operations.

– Second line: due to the matrix products, it takes O(n2) operations.

– Third line: matrix products take O(n2) operations. A naive imple-
mentation of the inverse of Sk takes O(n3) operations. Although480

there are more efficient algorithms for the calculation of the inverse
of a matrix, in practice, for the sake of an improved numerical sta-
bility, we calculate the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of Sk. The
computation of the pseudo-inverse takes O(n3) operations [100].

– Fourth line: it is simple to show that it takes O(n) operations.485

– Fifth line: due to the structure of Rk, it can be shown that it takes
O(n) operations.

Summarizing, each iteration of the extended Kalman filter takes O(n3) opera-
tions.

Let us now focus on the computational cost of the Algorithm 2:490

• Calculation of sigma points: since the length of the state vector is fixed,
it is simple to see that O(1) operations are required.

• Prediction step: valuesW j
m can be computed before starting the iterations.

– First four lines: again, since the length of the state vector is fixed,
these lines can be computed using O(1) operations.495

– Fifth line: as in the third line of Algorithm 1, it can be computed
using O(n) operations.

– Sixth line: by a similar reasoning, O(n) operations are required.

• Update step:

– First line: it is simple to see that it requires O(n) operations.500

– Second line: since ∆ ~Zjk|k−1 ∈ R2n×1, the matrix product in each term
of the right-hand-side requires 4n2 operations. Thus, the second line
can be computed using O(n2) operations.

– Third line: since ∆ ~Sjk|k−1 ∈ Rn×1, it is easy to show that it requires
O(n) operations.505
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– Fourth line: the product of Pszk ∈ R6×2n and (Pzzk )−1 ∈ R2n×2n

can be done with O(n2) operations. As in the case of Sk in the
extended Kalman filter, in practice we compute the pseudo-inverse
of Pzzk , requiring O(n3) operations.

– Fifth line: it is simple to see that it requires O(n) operations.510

– Sixth line: the product in the second term requires O(n2) operations.

All in all, each iteration of the unscented Kalman filter requires O(n3) opera-
tions.

For the sake of comparison, let us consider the problem of tracking the mobile
position and velocity in the case of a perfectly synchronized mobile clock. In515

this case, it is evident that each anchor needs to exchange only one message with
the mobile node. Both, the extended Kalman filter and the unscented Kalman
filter can be used in this case. Although we do not develop all the corresponding
equations, it is clear that the main difference in the computational cost is in
the third line of the update step of Algorithm 1 and the fourth line of the520

update step of Algorithm 2. Since there are now only n measurements, matrices
Sk,P

zz
k ∈ Rn×n. This implies that, roughly, the computation complexity of

both algorithms is reduced to 1/8 that of the corresponding algorithms in the
unsynchronized case.

Appendix C. Details of the Cramér-Rao lower bound525

Our calculation of the Cramér-Rao bound is based on the recursive com-
putation of the information matrix presented by Tichavsky et al. [101]. The
Cramér-Rao bound can be written as (see [85, 101])

Pk|k
.
= E

[(
~̂sk|k − ~sk

)(
~̂sk|k − ~sk

)T]
≥ J−1

k , (C.1)

where the inequality means that Pk|k−J−1
k is a positive semidefinite matrix. Let

us introduce Sk, the information matrix of
(
ωk−1, φk−1, ~s

T
k

)T . It can be shown
that Jk and Sk satisfy the following recurrence equations (see Proposition 2 in
Ref. [101])

Sk+1 =

S11
k+1 S12

k+1 S13
k+1

S21
k+1 S22

k+1 S23
k+1

S31
k+1 S32

k+1 S33
k+1


= M−T

 J11
k + H11

k J12
k + H12

k H13
k(

J12
k + H12

k

)T
J22
k + H22

k H23
k(

H13
k

)T (
H23
k

)T
H33
k

M−1, (C.2)

Jk+1 =

(
S22
k+1 S23

k+1

S32
k+1 S33

k+1

)
−
(
S21
k+1

S31
k+1

)(
S11
k+1

)−1 (
S12
k+1, S

13
k+1

)
,

Jk =

(
J11
k J12

k

J21
k J22

k

)
. (C.3)
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We simplify the resulting formulas in two ways. First, we assume that the
velocity does not change, i.e., σ2

v = 0. Second, we assume that the distribution
of ωk is narrow and ωk ≈ 1 is a reasonable approximation in all expectations
with respect to this random variable. This is an adequate assumption for real-
world values of the skew. Under this setting, it can be shown that

M =



1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 h 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 h 0 1 0 0


, (C.4)

H11
k =

(
σ−2
ω 0
0 σ−2

φ

)
, H12

k = 0, H13
k = −H11

k , (C.5)

H22
k =

2

c(σ2
m + σ2

r)

n−1∑
i=0

1(
dik+1

)2

ak bk ck dk
bk ek dk fk
ck dk gk hk
dk fk hk ik

 , (C.6)

H23
k = − δ

c(σ2
m + σ2

r)

n−1∑
i=0

1

dik+1


jk 0
lk 0
mk 0
pk 0

 , (C.7)

H33
k = H11

k +
1

σ2
m + σ2

r

(
rk qk
qk 2

)
, (C.8)

where we have defined

ak =
(
∆xik+1

)2
(h+ i∆)2, bk = ∆xik+1∆yik+1(h+ i∆)2,

ck =
(
∆xik+1

)2
(h+ i∆), dk = ∆xik+1∆yik+1(h+ i∆),

ek =
(
∆yik+1

)2
(h+ i∆)2, fk =

(
∆xik+1

)2
(h+ i∆),

gk =
(
∆xik+1

)2
, hk = ∆xik+1∆yik+1,

ik =
(
∆yik+1

)2
, jk = ∆xik+1(h+ i∆),

lk = ∆yik+1(h+ i∆), mk = ∆xik+1,

pk = ∆yik+1, qk = 2

(
kh+ i∆ +

dik+1

c
+
δ

2

)
,
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rk =4 + 6σ2
r + 2

(
σ2
m − σ2

r

)( σ2
m

σ2
m + σ2

r

)
+ 2

(
kh+ i∆ +

dik+1

c
+ δ

)(
kh+ i∆ +

dik+1

c

)
+ δ2 −

(
σ2
m + σ2

r

)2
,

∆xik+1 = xmk + vxk(h+ i∆)− xi,
∆yik+1 = ymk + vyk(h+ i∆)− yi

d2
k+1 =

√(
∆xik+1

)2
+
(
∆yik+1

)2
.

For the sake of simplicity, let us assume independent Gaussian priors: ω0 ∼
N (1, σ2

w), φ0 ∼ N (0, σ2
p), vx ∼ N (v̄x, σ2

vx), vy ∼ N (v̄y, σ2
vy ), xm0 ∼ N (x̄m0 , σ

2
x).

ym0 ∼ N (ȳm0 , σ
2
y). Then, we may write

J−1
0 = diag

(
σ2
w, σ

2
p, σ

2
vx , σ

2
vy , σ

2
x, σ

2
y

)
(C.9)

S−1
0 = diag

(
σ2
w, σ

2
p, σ

2
w, σ

2
p, σ

2
vx , σ

2
vy , σ

2
x, σ

2
y

)
. (C.10)

It can be instructive to analyze the Cramér-Rao lower bound in a simplified
scenario. Let us assume that the mobile’s speed is zero (vxk = vyk = 0). Fur-
thermore, let us assume that all references nodes are randomly distributed on
a circumference at a constant distance R from the mobile. The previous equa-
tions are greatly simplified by taking expectations with respect to these random
positions. For the sake of simplicity, we let σm = σr. Finally, let us assume
that n∆� h and R� ch. Under these conditions, it can be shown that

H23
k = 0, (C.11)

H22
k ≈

n

2c2σ2
m


h2 0 h 0
0 h2 0 h
h 0 1 0
0 h 0 1

 , (C.12)

H33
k ≈

n

σ2
m

(kh)2 +
σ2
m

nσ2
ω

kh

kh 1 +
σ2
m

nσ2
φ

 . (C.13)

After some lengthy calculations, it can be shown that

Jk =


j11 j12 0 0 0 0
j12 j22 0 0 0 0
0 0 j33 0 j35 0
0 0 0 j44 0 j46

0 0 j35 0 j55 0
0 0 0 j46 0 j66

 , (C.14)
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j33 = σ2
vx + k2h2σ2

x +
2k3 + 32 − 5k

12

nh2

c2σ2
m

, (C.15)

j44 = σ2
vy + k2h2σ2

y +
2k3 + 32 − 5k

12

nh2

c2σ2
m

, (C.16)

j35 = −khσ2
x −

hk(k + 1)n

4c2σ2
m

, (C.17)

j46 = −khσ2
x −

hk(k + 1)n

4c2σ2
m

, (C.18)

j55 = σ2
x +

kn

2c2σ2
m

, (C.19)

j66 = σ2
y +

kn

2c2σ2
m

, (C.20)

where we have not written down expressions for j11, j12 and j22 as they are too
complex and do not help to provide any intuition.530
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